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Diabetes is a growing problem in the United States
with nearly 35 million Americans having the
disease. These patients often present with complex
health problems of the lower extremities including
peripheral neuropathy and peripheral vascular
disease. Because of these complications, diabetic
patients are at an increased risk of foot injury,
including burns with subsequent poor healing. We
expect that poorly controlled diabetes mellitus,
evidenced by an elevated A1c, will hinder healing
and lead to increased complications. This study
examines the effect that elevated A1c may have on
burn recovery.

The TriNetX Network, which provides medical
records from 75 million patients from 57 healthcare
organizations across the U.S. was searched for
diabetic patients with foot or ankle burns. Patients
were divided into three groups based on A1c levels:
well controlled (<7%), moderately controlled
(7-9%), and poorly controlled (>9%). Patients were
propensity score matched by age, gender, ethnicity,
and comorbidities. Outcomes including death, split-
thickness skin grafting (STSG), and amputations
were evaluated for each cohort.
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• Elevated A1c levels show a significant correlation
with increased amputations, rates of STSG, and
infection rates in diabetic patients with burns.

• Diabetic patients with poorly controlled diabetes
who present with lower extremity burn injuries may
require extra care in order to prevent further
complications.
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